This document is made available in accordance with publisher policies. Please cite only the published version using the reference above. Abstract. For many functional genomic experiments, identifying the most characterizing genes is a main challenge. Both the prediction accuracy and interpretability of a classifier could be enhanced by performing the classification based only on a set of discriminative genes. Analyzing overlapping between gene expression of different classes is an effective criterion for identifying relevant genes. However, genes selected according to maximizing a relevance score could have rich redundancy. We propose a scheme for minimizing selection redundancy, in which the Proportional Overlapping Score (POS) technique is extended by using a recursive approach to assign a set of complementary discriminative genes. The proposed scheme exploits the gene masks defined by POS to identify more integrated genes in terms of their classification patterns. The approach is validated by comparing its classification performance with other feature selection methods, Wilcoxon Rank Sum, mRMR, MaskedPainter and POS, for several benchmark gene expression datasets using three different classifiers: Random Forest; k Nearest Neighbour; Support Vector Machine. The experimental results of classification error rates show that our proposal achieves a better performance.
Introduction
Microarray technology, as well as other high-throughput functional genomics experiments, have become a fundamental tool for gene expression analysis in recent years. A major challenge with microarray data is the problem of dimensionality; tens of thousands of genes' expressions are observed in a small number, tens to few hundreds, of observations. For a particular classification task, microarray data are inherently noisy since most genes are irrelevant and uninformative to the given classes (phenotypes).
Performing a supervised classification based on expressions of discriminative genes, identified by an effective gene selection technique, leads to improved prediction accuracy, as well as interpretation of the biological relationship between genes and the considered clinical outcomes. This procedure of pre-selection of informative genes also helps in avoiding over-fitting problem and building a faster model by providing only the features that contribute most to the considered classification task. Identification of discriminative genes for their use in classification has been investigated in many studies (e.g., Apiletti et al. (2012) , Mahmoud et al. (2014a) ). Various approaches have been proposed including Best Individual Genes (Su et al. (2003) ), Max-Relevance and Min-Redundancy based approaches (Peng et al. (2005) ), Set Covering Machines (Kestler et al. (2006) ), MaskedPainter (Apiletti et al. (2012) ) and Proportional Overlapping Scores (POS) approach (Mahmoud et al. (2014a) ). Different criteria have been used in order to detect the most informative genes including: p-values of statistical tests e.g. t-test or Wilcoxon rank sum test (Lausen et al. (2004) ); ranking genes using statistical impurity measures e.g. information gain, gini index and max minority (Su et al. (2003) ); selecting genes based on overlapping analysis (Apiletti et al. (2012) , Mahmoud et al. (2014a) ).
Analyzing the overlap between gene expression measures for different classes is an effective criterion for identifying discriminative genes for a considered classification task. Mahmoud et al. (2014a) developed a procedure specifically designed to select genes based on their overlapping degree across different classes. This procedure, named Proportional Overlapping Score (POS), calculates a relevance score for each gene. For binary class situations, this score estimates the overlapping degree between the expressions intervals of both classes taking into account three factors that form the characteristics of classes' overlapping. It has been defined to provide higher scores for genes with lower discriminative power. Genes are then ranked in ascending order according to their scores. POS method characterizes each gene by means of a gene mask that represents the capability of a gene to unambiguously assign training observations to their correct classes. Characterization of genes using training observation masks with their overlapping scores allow the detection of a minimum subset of genes that provides the best classification coverage on a training set of observations. A final gene set is then provided by combining the minimum gene subset with the top ranked genes according to the estimated scores. Feature selection produced by POS is robust against outliers, since gene masks are defined based on the interquartile range of gene's expressions. However, the top ranked genes, given based on POS relevance score, may provide a classifier with redundant information.
In this article, we propose an extended version of POS method, called POSr, that can exploit detection of the minimum subset of genes in a recursive way in order to mitigate redundancy in the final gene selection.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the main idea of POS and explains the proposed method. The results of proposal are compared with some other gene selection techniques in section 3. Section 4 concludes the article.
Methods

Overlapping Analysis for Binary Class Problems
Microarray data are usually presented in the form of a gene expression matrix, X = x i j , such that X ∈ R P×N and x i j is the observed expression value of gene i for observation (tissue sample) j where i = 1, . . . , P and j = 1, . . . , N. Each observation is also characterized by a target class label, y j , representing the phenotype of the observation being studied. Let Y ∈ R N be the vector of class labels such that its jth element, y j , has a single value c which is either 1 or 2.
Analyzing the overlap between expression intervals of a gene for different classes can provide a classifier with an important aspect of a gene's characteristic. The idea is that a certain gene i can assign observations to class c because their gene i expression interval in that class is not overlapping with gene i interval of the other class. In other words, gene i has the ability to correctly classify observations for which their gene i expressions fall within the expression interval of a single class.
POS method, proposed by Mahmoud et al. (2014a) , initially exploits the interquartile range approach to robustly define gene masks that report the discriminative power of genes avoiding outlier effects. Construction of these masks can be described as follows.
Core Intervals and Gene Masks
For a certain gene i, two expression intervals, one for each class, can be defined for that gene. The cth class core interval for gene i can be defined in the form:
such that:
where
and IQR (i,c) denote the first, third empirical quartiles, and the interquartile range of gene i expression values for class c respectively. The multiplier value of 1.5 is the default value that commonly used with the interquartile range approach for detecting outliers (Tukey 1977) .
For each gene, a mask is defined based on its observed expression values and constructed core intervals. Gene i mask is represented by a vector of length equal to the total number of observations. It reports the observations that gene i can unambiguously assign to their correct target classes. Thus, gene masks can represent the capability of genes to classify correctly each observation, i.e. it represents a gene's classification power. For a particular gene i, element j of its mask is set to 1 if the corresponding expression value x i j belongs only to core expression interval I i,c j of the single class c j , where c j is the target class of observation j. Otherwise, it is set to zero. Figure 1 shows the constructed core expression intervals I i,1 and I i,2 associated with a particular gene i along-with its gene mask. The non-overlapped observations are represented by circles. The gene mask is sorted corresponding to the observations ordered by increasing expression values. 
is the set that includes non-outliers observations whose observed expressions fall into the non-overlapping region such that i = 1, . . . , P and j = 1, . . . , N.
Proportional Overlapping Score
An overlapping measure, called proportional overlapping score (POS), is developed to estimate the overlapping degree between different expression intervals taking into account three factors: (1) length of the overlapping region; (2) number of overlapped observations; (3) the proportion of classes' contribution to the overlapped observations (Mahmoud et al. (2014a) ). For each gene i, POS i is estimated as follows:
is the length of the overlapping region, and I i is the length of the total core interval which is given by the region between the global minimum and global maximum boundaries of core intervals for both classes, see Figure 1 . Whereas ν i and ℓ i represent number of observations whose observed expressions of gene i fall within the overlapping region and number of non-outlier observations respectively, while θ c is the proportion of class c observations among overlapped observations. Hence, θ c can be defined as: 
Recursive Minimum Sets for Minimizing Redundancy (POSr)
POS gives its final selection by combining a minimum gene subset produced using gene masks, defined in (3), with the top ranked genes according to the estimated POS scores, defined in (4). It is an effective feature selection method for identifying discriminative genes for a considered classification task. However, POS selections may provide a classifier with redundant information since the set of top ranked genes is likely to have redundancy among its members. Such a redundancy increases the model complexity since it increases the dimensionality without adding further information. Moreover, redundancy may affect classification prediction accuracy as well as interpretation of the underlying biological relationship between the features and considered clinical outcomes.
A gene mask reflects the capability of the gene to correctly classify each observation to its target class. Genes with higher number of 1 bits in their masks are more informative to the considered classification problem (see (3)). When two genes classify in the same way the same observations, then their masks should be identical. Genes with complementary masks, on the other hand, can provide diverse information to the classifier model.
In this article, we propose an extended version of POS, called POSr, in which gene masks along-with POS measure are exploited to identify minimum subsets of genes in a recursive way in order to mitigate the potential redundancy in the final gene selection. The subset is designated to be the minimum one that correctly classify the maximum number of observations in a given training set, avoiding the effects of expression outliers.
Let G z be a set of remaining genes at the zth iteration given by excluding the selected subset of genes at the (z − 1)th iteration, such that G 1 is the full set of all genes (i.e., |G 1 | = P). Also, let M (G z ) be its aggregate mask which is defined as the logical disjunction (logic OR) among all masks corresponding to genes that belong to the set G z . It can be expressed as follows:
At iteration z, our objective is to search the set, G z , for the minimum subset, denoted by G * z , for which M G * z equals to the aggregate mask of the corresponding set of genes, M (G z ). In other words, our minimum subset of genes should satisfy the following statement:
This procedure is performed in a recursive way and ends when the required number of genes, set by the user, are selected. The pseudo code of our procedure, POSr, is reported in Algorithm 1. Its inputs are: the matrix of gene masks, M; POS scores for all genes; number of genes to be selected, r. It produces the sequence of selected genes, T * , as output.
Algorithm 1 POSr Method: Recursive Minimum Subsets
Inputs: M, POS scores and number of required genes (r). Output: Sequence of the selected genes T * .
1: z = 0 {Initialization} 2: T = ∅ 3: while T < r do 4: 
Among genes of the set G z , the one(s) with the highest number of mask bits assigned to 1 is (are) chosen to form the set S zk (line 10). b) The gene with the lowest POS score among genes in S zk , if there are more than one, is then selected (line 11). It is denoted by g zk . c) The set G * z is updated by adding the selected gene, g zk (line 12). d) All masks of genes in G z are also updated by performing the logical conjunction (logic AND) with negated aggregate mask of set G * z
represents updated mask of gene i at the kth iteration such that M (1) i.
is its original gene mask whose elements are computed according to (3). e) This sub-procedure is successively iterated and ends when all masks of genes in G z have no one bits anymore, i.e. the selected genes cover the maximum number of observations. This situation is accomplished
The set T is updated by adding the detected minimum subset of genes, G * z (line 17). 3. Genes within the selected minimum subset, G * z , are then removed from the set of genes, G z (line 18). 4. The procedure is successively iterated and ends when the size of the set T is greater than or equal the number of required genes, r. Then, the target sequence of selected genes, T * , is produced by selecting the first r genes in T (lines 20, 21).
Thus, this approach combines recursively the detected minimum subsets of genes that provide the best classification coverage for a given training set. Selection of the minimum subsets based on the updated gene masks allows to minimize redundancy among the final selection list.
Results and Discussion
For evaluating a feature selection method, one can assess the accuracy of a classifier applied after the feature selection process. Such an assessment can verify the efficiency of gene selections. In this article, our experiment is conducted using seven publicly available gene expression datasets in which the POSr method is validated by comparison with three well-known gene selection techniques along-with POS method. The performance is evaluated by obtaining the classification error rates from three different classifiers: Random Forest (RF); k Nearest Neighbor (kNN); Support Vector Machine (SVM). Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the datasets. The estimated classification error rate is based on the Random Forest classifier with the full set of features, without pre-selection.
Fifty repetitions of 10-fold cross validation analysis were performed for each combination of dataset, feature selection algorithm, and a given number of selected genes, up to 50, with the considered classifiers. For each experimental repetition, the split seed was changed while the same folds and Golub et al. (1999) Breast 4948 78 34/44 0.369 Michiels et al. (2005) Srbct 2308 54 29/25 0.0008 Statnikov et al. (2005) Lung 12533 181 150/31 0.003 Gordon et al. (2002) GSE24514 22215 49 34/15 0.0406 Alhopuro et al. (2012) GSE4045 22215 37 29/8 0.2045 Laiho et al. (2007) GSE14333 54675 229 138/91 0.4141 Jorissen et al. (2009) training datasets were kept for all feature selection methods. To avoid bias, gene selection algorithms have been performed only on the training sets. For each fold, the best subset of genes has been selected according to the Wilcoxon Rank Sum technique (Wil-RS), Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) method (Peng et al. (2005) ), MaskedPainter (MP) (Apiletti et al. (2012) ), Proportional Overlapping Scores (POS) (which is implemented in propOverlap R package (Mahmoud et al. (2014b) ), along-with our proposed method. The expressions of the selected genes as well as the class labels of the training observations have then been used to construct the considered classifiers. The classification error rates on the test sets are separately reported for each classifier and the average error rate over all the fifty repetitions is then computed.
To highlight the entire performances of the compared methods against our proposed approach, a comparison between the minimum error rates achieved by each method was conducted. Table 2 summarizes these results. Each row shows the minimum error rate (along-with its corresponding set size, shown in brackets) for a specific dataset, reported in the first column. In addition, the error rates of the corresponding classifiers with the full set of features, without feature selection, are reported in the last column. Due to limitations of the R package 'mRMRe' (De Jay et al. (2013) ), mRMR selections could not be conducted for datasets having more than '46340' features. Therefore, mRMR method is excluded from the analysis of the 'GSE14333' dataset. Table 2 demonstrates that the proposed approach, POSr, provides the minimum error rates (the highest accuracy) for all used classifier models with most of the used datasets. In particular, for the 'Leukaemia', 'Lung' and 'GSE4045' datasets, it outperforms the other methods using all different classifiers. For the 'Breast' and 'Srbct' datasets, POSr provide the best performance using kNN and SVM, for the 'Breast' dataset, and RF, for the 'Srbct' dataset. While, on the 'GSE14333' and 'GSE24514' datasets, WilRS and POS methods respectively outperformed the other compared methods. Boldface numbers indicate the lowest classification error rates (highest accuracy among compared methods) achieved using the corresponding classifier. The numbers in brackets represent the size of the gene sets that corresponding to the minimum error rate. Figure 2 shows that our proposed approach provides less classification error rates than other compared gene selection methods on the 'Breast' and 'Lung' datasets at different selected gene set sizes. The stability index proposed by Lausser et al. (2013) is used to measure the stability of the compared method at different set sizes of features. The relation between the accuracy and stability has been depicted for the 'Lung' dataset. Different dots for the same gene selection method correspond to different set sizes of genes. For all classifiers, POSr achieves a good trade-off between accuracy and stability for 'Lung' data, see the second row panels of Figure 2 . 
Conclusion
A gene selection method, POSr, is proposed as an extension of Proportional Overlapping Scores (POS) technique. The proposed approach detects minimum subsets of genes in a successive way. The final selection is then produced by combining these subsets in order to reduce the redundancy among selected genes. It is designed for binary class situations. The classification error rates achieved by Random Forest, k Nearest Neighbour and Support Vector Machine classifiers for POSr were compared with Wilcoxon Rank Sum, Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy, MaskedPainter and POS on seven benchmarked gene expression datasets. The relation between classification accuracy and selection stability is also outlined. The proposed method performed better than compared methods on most data sets for all classifiers. It is an effective approach in enhancing the prediction classification performance of the considered classifier models using less number of features compared to the other studied gene selection methods. Furthermore, POSr approach provides good stability scores at small as well as large sets of selected genes.
